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Message from the Chair
I hope that you all
enjoyed a fantastic
National Volunteer
Week! I’m not sure about
you but I always find it
rewarding to take a
moment and think about
the amazing work that
volunteers do in our
organizations and the
community at large. It’s
so encouraging to see the
work of countless
individuals giving their
time and talents.
Working with volunteers
is truly inspiring!
A big Thank You to the
2015-2016, OAVR board!
There will be a number of
changes for the
2016-2017 year. After
many years of serving on
the board and currently
serving in the role of past
chair, Dan Dubeau will be
stepping down. Also
leaving the board will be
Bahaa Zebian

(newsletter) and Ann
Elliot (membership
coordinator). Robyn
Macdonald has returned
from maternity leave and
will be resuming her role
of overseeing the
newsletter and Jessica
Tomas who is currently in
charge of communications
will also take on the role
of membership
coordinator. Also I will be
stepping down as board
chair and will take on the
role of vice chair. Angela
Begin will be taking over
as chair after the AGM.
Stay tuned for information
about our new website.
We have a volunteer that
has redesigned it and is
going to maintain the site
for us. The website will
have a fresh up to date
look. We hope that it will
be a useful tool for
members but also a way
of getting the word out
about what OAVR is and
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does. Once the new site is
live I would encourage
you to send the link out
to anyone in the field that
currently is not
connected with OAVR.
Finally our Annual
General Meeting is being
held at a new location
this year. Please join us
on May 12th at the Mill
Street Ottawa Brew Pub.
Hope to see you there!
Kindest regards,
Miriam Dupuis

Join Us at Our OAVR AGM on Thursday May 12th,
2016 from 5:00pm-7:00pm at The Mill Street
Ottawa Brew Pub—555 Wellington Street.
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Ensuring diversity of volunteers from service delivery to
decision making
By Ulyana Osorio
Ottawa DiverseCity onboard, Officer at Volunteer Ottawa and OAVR board member
www.OAVR.ca

“I've seen and met
angels wearing the
disguise of ordinary
people living ordinary
lives.”

Canada’s new Cabinet has recently made history by highlighting the importance of diverse
leadership. It also signaled a strong message to Corporate and not-for-profit governance
bodies about the importance of diversity in decision making bodies. The most important thing
is that it was very well received by the Canadian public and set a new norm for future
Cabinets.

— Tracy Chapman

As administrators of volunteer resources we often work with diverse groups of volunteers
who enrich our organisations in so many ways. However, when it comes to boards and
committees there is often a lack of diversity. Board recruitment is a complex task that often
involves coordination between the Volunteer Manager, Executive Director and Nomination/
Governance Committee.

“Even if it's a little
thing, do something
for those who have
need of a man's help,
something for which
you get no pay but the
privilege of doing it.
For, remember, you
don't live in a world
all your own. Your
brothers are here
too.”

So how can we ensure that diversity is represented in all volunteer categories from volunteer
receptionists who work with clients to volunteer board members who make decisions?
Volunteer managers could play an important role assisting with board recruitment by
highlighting diversity within the organisation’s current volunteers or lack of it. If your
organisation has a diverse pool of volunteers you could take advantage of it by offering board
governance training to those volunteers who would be interested in developing leadership
skills and maybe already have governance expertise. We could also help to highlight diversity
among the clients that volunteers are helping on daily basis. Volunteer managers could
identify any gaps between the rest of their volunteers and those with decision making power
in their own organisations and bring it to attention of the Executive Director and Nomination/
Governance Committee. The last thing any organisation wants is to end up with diverse group
of volunteers and homogeneous board.

— Albert Schweitzer

DiverseCity onboard is a unique tool that many organisations use in order to ensure diversity
among their board and committees volunteers. This program uses a social enterprise model
and works towards ensuring governance boards of not-for-profit and public bodies represent
the population they serve. DiverseCity on board could be used for Board Development
through offering organisations access to high quality online governance training and governance
certificates for board members. Your board and specifically the Governance/
Nomination Committee will benefit from a new course on Embedding Diversity in Organizations developed specifically for boards to assist you to maximize the benefits of diversity on
your board and throughout your organization. Many organisations also use Board Matching, a
ready pool of pre-screened, qualified individuals from which boards can select potential board members, address skill gaps, and increase diversity all at the same time.
Scott Haldane, President & CEO of YMCA Canada reflects that it’s not just important, it’s a
necessity to increase diversity in leadership “if you’re going to be a relevant charity in Canada
today.” I believe this is a great opportunity for volunteer administrators, coordinators and
managers to take a look at their volunteer pool and ensure the diversity of their organizations.
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Complimentary Cross-Cultural Competency Training
for the Workplace
Learn cultural competency skills, tools and strategies for adapting and creating an inclusive
workplace for a diverse employee base. Click here for an informative video

www.OAVR.ca

For Spring/Summer Sessions please Register Here
This suite of workshops is designed for business owners, people managers, and HR
professionals.
Registration: Free, space is limited

“Everybody can be
great. Because
anybody can
serve. You don't
have to have a
college degree to
serve. You don't
have to make your
subject and your
verb agree to serve.
You don't have to
know the second
theory of
thermodynamics in
physics to serve. You
only need a heart
full of grace. A soul
generated by love. “
— Martin Luther
King, Jr.

Refer a Friend
Do you know someone who would benefit from the networking and professional
opportunities offered by OAVR?
Great Benefits! Membership benefits include networking opportunities, informative
meetings, quarterly newsletters and more! Registration forms with payment ($30.00/year)
are being accepted via mail as well as at the AGM scheduled for May 12th 2016.
Refer friends! We have an incentive for referring new members: If you refer someone who
becomes a member of OAVR, your name will go into a draw for a $15 gift card to Starbucks!
Please send payment along with an application form (available at www.oavr.ca) to:
OAVR c/o Ann Kazhikkachalil Volunteer Coordinator
The Ottawa Mission
35 Waller St.
Ottawa, ON, K1N 7G4

“We cannot live

only for ourselves. A
thousand fibers
connect us with our
fellow men.”
— Herman
Melville
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Inspiring Volunteers For Event Success

www.OAVR.ca

DID YOU KNOW?
Are you interested
in attending the
PAVRO conference
or a workshop?
OAVR can help!
Sally Batstone
(1944-2002) was
the Director of
Volunteer
Services at The
Elisabeth
Bruyere Health
Centre. She was a
member of the
OAVR and
demonstrated a
lifelong interest and
dedication to
education and
fairness for all
people.
The purpose of this
bursary is to
provide financial
assistance to OAVR
members who wish
to pursue further
education or
conduct research in
the field of
Volunteer
Administration or
volunteerism.
OAVR is currently
accepting bursary
applications. For
more information
or to send in your
application, email:
membership@oavr.ca

Where do your event volunteers rank on your “to do” list?
For many organizations, an event’s success is dependent on a network of volunteers. Yet with so many
event details to tackle, volunteer recruitment and management may not make it to the top of your
endless “to do” list. But if your organization is struggling to find or keep enough volunteers to stage an
event, it might be time to focus some energy on recruiting, engaging and managing event volunteers.
And you might want to start by developing some strategies and practices for:





Recruiting the right team of volunteers
Welcoming and orienting your volunteers
Ensuring volunteers’ efforts are recognized

Finding and recruiting enough of the “right” volunteers
For small organizations that may not have a volunteer manager, you might consider either striking a
recruitment committee or establishing a volunteer coordinator role as part of your event volunteer
leadership team. Alternately, if you have already identified individuals to manage the various event
functions (e.g., venue, promotion, registration, etc.), you could have each of these folks take
responsibility for recruiting their own team.
Once you have your recruitment team or leader in place, it makes sense to start by looking within your
closest circle of influence and then widening the search field as necessary. Here are some recruitment
ideas:
1. Start with existing/previously identified volunteers:
 Are there willing volunteers from a previous event? (Be sure to recognize their past efforts and ask
them how they might like to participate this year – don’t assume their interests or abilities before you
check in with the individuals.)
 Do you have a volunteer database you can check for recruits?
 Has your organization asked for volunteers in the past and neglected to follow-up? If so, now is a
good time to reach out.
2. Look within your immediate “circle of influence”:
 Friends, family, co-workers, neighbors, community members( at church; clubs; sporting team;
etc)
3. Publicize within your network:
 Ask your board or existing volunteers to recruit a friend
 Write a newsletter article or a post on your organization’s blog or forum
 Post a request on your Facebook page
 Post a compelling video or photos of last year’s event on your Facebook page and ask for new
recruits (follow-up with anyone that “Likes” your post
4. Broaden your search:
 Place an ad in your community newspaper
 Post a request at a local high school, college or a student volunteer centre
 Signup with one of the volunteer-matching sites
Getting volunteers off to a good start – to ensure they keep coming back
Once you’ve recruited your event volunteers, it’s time to focus on creating an environment that makes
them feel welcomed and valued so they have an experience that is fun as well as rewarding for all
involved.
Making the effort to get your volunteers off to a good start is important since these individuals will
become the face of your organization at the event – helping and mingling with your audience, VIPs,
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potential supporters, speakers, etc. In addition, these volunteers who are giving their time and effort
to support your organization, may also be members or donors – the very folks your organization is
trying to engage and retain. So it is important that they understand their role and feel part of a team
working towards a common goal. In a nutshell – they are your organization’s goodwill ambassadors
(at least during the event).
There are some steps you can take to ensure volunteers start on the right footing and keep coming
back:
 Make volunteers feel welcome: Whether it is the first event meeting of many or the actual day of
the event – someone needs to take time to say welcome, offer a brief orientation to the organization,
the event and the venue. Ensure all of the volunteers are properly introduced and know who they can
turn to with questions or concerns.



Offer clear role descriptions and training: Offering a clear description of the job they are
tasked with, and training to ensure their success, benefits everyone involved. If there is a large
network of volunteers and multiple tasks or groups, be sure to ask new recruits what they want to do
and what they are good at to ensure their interests and skills match their volunteer job. New
volunteers can feel overwhelmed or isolated if they aren’t sure what to do and it can also get
tiresome trying to figure things out without any support. This kind of frustration can lead volunteers
to feeling they are wasting their time. If possible, pair people up with more experienced volunteers
who can answer questions and make them feel part of a team.
 Help volunteers understand how their work makes a difference: If a volunteer is new to your
organization it might be difficult to fit into or feel a part of the machinations of an annual or ongoing
event. It can also be hard for them to understand how the tasks they are assigned fit into or make a
difference in the big scheme of things. So, whether they are staffing a registration table, handing out
programs or setting up for a silent auction, try to ensure they understand how important their job is
to the event's success.
 Motivate and challenge volunteers and make it fun: Find out what they are interested in and
what skills they have to offer, and try to fit the volunteer with the available tasks to keep them
motivated. Also listen and be open to their ideas and suggestions. Even though there's lots of work to
do, try to make this a fun and rewarding experience too.
The effort should be well worthwhile
When volunteers are critical to your event success, undertaking effective recruitment, orientation,
management and recognition is time and effort well spent. As one of the contributors to the Energize
Recruitment Insights post suggests,
“The first thing we must always do is "Ask.” The second thing is to "Explain" what positions are available
and what would be the best fit for their talent and interest. The third thing is to encourage and help
create a motivating environment even though we are asking them to work hard and to do it without
pay. The fourth thing is to keep in touch, to call and let them know we appreciate their involvement and
that we look forward to seeing them next year and to bring a friend, relative or anyone else that may be
looking to contribute new ideas and energy toward a very worthy cause."
Recognizing volunteers’ efforts so they’ll keep coming back
Just as you thank, acknowledge and recognize your speakers, sponsors and partners, it’s also
important to thank your volunteers. Since they are critical to your event’s success, thank volunteers
often and recognize them well. Thank your volunteers for signing up; thank them for attending
meetings; thank them for their efforts and ideas; and then thank them again when it’s over for
helping make your event a success!
Volunteer recognition or rewards can take many forms – e.g., listing their names on a slide, in a
program, on your website. It could also involve hosting a post-event meeting and celebration.
Sometimes ensuring there is a place at a table for a dinner, or an introduction to a speaker or VIP
may be all the reward a volunteer needs.
Source:
http://www.wildapricot.com/articles/inspiring-volunteers-for-event-success

www.OAVR.ca

Save the date!
May 25-28,
2016
The 2016 National
Conference is
hosted by the
Association of
Volunteer
Management
Professionals Nova
Scotia in
association with
the Volunteer
Management
Professionals of
Canada at the Delta
Halifax in the heart
of Down town Halifax, Nova
Scotia.
More information
will be posted as
it is available at
www.vmpns.com
The conference
committee would
love to have your
input by
completing this
short survey.
https://
www.youtube.com
/watch?
v=9rJ0wdFlIPg
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Ottawa Administrators of
Volunteer Resources

www.OAVR.ca
The OAVR’s Mandate is:








To promote
professionalism in
volunteer resource
management
To support our members
in the pursuit of their
goals as managers of
volunteers
To provide a forum to
share information and
resources
To network with peers

The OAVR’s Goals are:












To exchange ideas
and resources
To share information
and concerns
To network with peers
To socialize
To offer support and
encouragement to our
members
To liaise with
organizations involved
with volunteers
To promote
professionalism and the
highest standards of
practice among our
members
To assist our members
with their professional
development

Workshops and Training/ Upcoming Seminars
Volunteer Ottawa
Entering the World of Social Enterprise - Part 1: Introduction
Monday May 2, 2016, 1:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Working with the Media
Wednesday, May 4, 2016, 9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
Volunteer Management: Volunteer Program Evaluation
Wednesday, May 11, 2016, 12:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Volunteer Management: Creating a Volunteer Handbook
Tuesday, May 17, 2016, 9:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.
Project Management Training for Non Profit Organizations (NPOs)
Thursday, May 26, 2016, 8:30 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Website design - WordPress for Non-Profit Organizations
Friday, May 27, 2016, 12:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Communication Planning for Non-Profits
Tuesday, May 31, 2016, 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 a.m.
There are other workshops on our calendar. Please visit our website at
http://volunteerottawa.ca/index.php/workshops-training for a full listing. Visit
often! New workshops are constantly being added.

